Low-dose composition minimizes overall incidence of side effects

- ZIAC avoids beta-blocker-associated side effects
  - The two most common side effects—dizziness (3.2%) and fatigue (3.0%)—occurred at rates comparable to placebo
- ZIAC has a low incidence of cough (1.5%), peripheral edema (0.9%), and headache (0.4%)—which occurred at rates comparable to placebo

Up to 80% of patients controlled with equivalent efficacy regardless of age, race, or gender

ZIAC is contraindicated in patients in cardiogenic shock, overt cardiac failure, second- or third-degree AV block, marked sinus bradycardia, anuria, and hypersensitivity to either component of this product or to other sulfonamide-derived drugs.

*Clinical trial response rates were: 2.5 mg—61%; 5 mg—73%; 10 mg—80%.
Please see Brief Summary of Prescribing Information on adjacent page.
Bisoprolol fumarate on prothrombin and transient.

Other agents given concomitantly, including that depress myocardial function, such as ether, cyclopropane, and trichloroethylene, are used.
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Brief Summary

Dosages

Body as a Whole

Central Nervous System

Myocardial ischemia: Reduced cardiac output (SB. 1 to 3.5 mm Hg) is associated with increases in serum trypsin inhibitors. Mean increases in serum trypsin inhibitors were observed in patients treated with bisoprolol fumarate and hydrochlorothiazide 6.25 mg. Total cholesterol was generally unaffected, but small decreases in HDL cholesterol were observed.

Other laboratory abnormalities that have been reported with the individual components are listed below.

Table of AE categories and frequencies

Assays of serum electrolytes should be performed, and patients should be observed for signs of fluid or electrolyte disturbances. Thiabendazole have been shown to increase the urinary excretion of magnesium, this may result in hypomagnesemia.

ZIAC: Should be used with caution in patients with impaired hepatic function or progressive liver disease.

Hydralazine may develop. Hydralazine and hydrazine can provoke ventricular arrhythmias or sensory of exaggerate the response of the heart to the toxic effects of digoxin.

Diabetes and obesity are common complications. The manifestations of hypoglycemia, particularly tachycardia. Patients subject to spontaneous hypoglycemia, or diabetic patients receiving insulin or oral hypoglycemic agents, should be considered.

Vasoconstriction

ZIAC:

Hypokalemia and hypomagnesemia can provoke ventricular

Bedside Laboratory

Drug-Related Adverse Experiences

Comparison of 4-week treatment periods at least 2% of bisoprolol fumarate HS.25 mg-treated patients (plus additional selected adverse experiences) are presented in the following table:

Other than adverse experiences that have been reported with the individual components are listed below.

Bisoprolol Fumarate: In clinical trials worldwide, a variety of other AEs have been listed above, have been observed in relatively few patients, and were not considered to be related to the drug. There were no special issues for ZIAC in these trials.

In the United States, 252 patients received bisoprolol fumarate (2.5, 5, or 10, or 40 mg) HS.25 mg and 144 patients received placebo in two controlled trials. In Study 1, bisoprolol fumarate 5/4 mg, 25 mg was administered for 12 weeks. All adverse experiences, whether drug-related or not, and drug-related adverse experiences in patients treated with 87/140-160 mg, etc. Concerning clozapine, 4-week treatment periods by at least 2% of bisoprolol fumarate HS.25 mg-treated patients (plus additional selected adverse experiences) are presented in the following table:

Other than adverse experiences that have been reported with the individual components are listed below.

ZIAC (Bisoprolol Fumarate and Hydrochlorothiazide) Tablets

FOR FULL PRESCRIBING INFORMATION, PLEASE CONSULT PACKAGE INSERT.

WARNING

Cardiac Failure: Beta-blockers should be avoided in patients with overt congestive failure.

Patients Without a History of Cardiac Failure: Continued depression of the myocardium with beta-blockers can precipitate cardiac failure in patients with latent cardiac disease. Patients with a history of cardiac failure should be considered.

Aplastic Anemia: Therapy: Abrupt cessation of beta-blockers should be avoided. In patients without overt coronary artery disease, it may be advisable to taper therapy with ZIAC over approximately 1 week with the patient under careful observation. If withdrawal symptoms occur, beta-blocker therapy should be reinstated, at least temporarily.

Peripheral Vascular Disease: Beta-blockers should be used with caution in patients with peripheral vascular disease.

Bronchospastic Disease: PATIENTS WITH BRONCHOSPASTIC PULMONARY DISEASE SHOULD, IN GENERAL, NOT RECEIVE BETA-BLOCKERS.

Azotemia, anuria, and hypersensitivity to thiazide derivatives.

Study "

Patients receiving bisoprolol fumarate 2.5, 5,

Bisoprolol fumarate (2.5, 5, 10 mg) and placebo-treated patients.

Bisoprolol fumarate (2.5, 5, 10, or 40 mg) HS.25 mg and 144 patients received placebo in two controlled trials. In Study 1, bisoprolol fumarate 5/4 mg, 25 mg was administered for 12 weeks. All adverse experiences, whether drug-related or not, and drug-related adverse experiences in patients treated with 87/140-160 mg, etc. Concerning clozapine, 4-week treatment periods by at least 2% of bisoprolol fumarate HS.25 mg-treated patients (plus additional selected adverse experiences) are presented in the following table:
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The *Journal of the American Board of Family Practice* welcomes for editorial review manuscripts that contribute to family practice as a clinical scientific discipline. High priority is given to reports of clinically relevant studies that have practical implications for improved patient care. Manuscripts are considered in relation to the extent to which they represent original work, their significance to the advancement of family medicine, and their interest to the practicing family physician. Some papers that are accepted by the *Journal* will be selected for an accompanying guest editorial or concurrent commentary by other invited authors addressing issues raised by the papers. The *Journal* publishes the following features:

**Original Articles.** Reports of original research, usually dealing with a clinical, health services, or other clinically relevant study.

**Medical Practice.** Scholarly articles that relate directly to clinical topics useful in everyday family practice, whether dealing with diagnostic or therapeutic roles of the family physician or reporting studies of what family physicians do in practice.

**Clinical Review.** In-depth reviews of specific clinical problems, disease entities, or treatment modalities; comprehensive and critical analysis of the literature is required (usual maximum length 5000 words).

**Clinical Guidelines and Primary Care.** Summaries of major clinical guidelines proposed by various specialty, governmental, or health care organizations, with critical commentary from a primary care perspective.

**Family Practice and the Health Care System.** Articles reporting studies and scholarly commentary on changing trends and patterns of care in family practice, primary care, and the health care system.

**Health Policy.** Articles relating to specific health policy issues from a national perspective, usually invited from individuals with extensive health policy experience.

**Special Articles.** Articles in other areas that may relate to the role of the family physician, education for family practice, or other subjects important to family practice as a clinical specialty.

**Brief Reports.** Short reports of pilot studies or case reports with a teaching point of clinical relevance (usual length 1000–1500 words).

**Family Practice—World Perspective.** Papers reporting developments related to the practice or education of family physicians in various countries around the world (usual length 1200–1800 words).

**Reflections in Family Practice.** Papers in narrative or essay format that illuminate qualitative aspects of family practice, including such areas as ethical issues, the physician-patient relationship, or the diverse roles of the family physician.

**Editorial.** Focused opinion or commentary that bears on an issue relevant to the field. May or may not accompany an original article in the same issue (usual length 1000–1500 words).

**Letters to the Editor.** Observations, opinion, or comment on topics under discussion in the journal, usually not to exceed 500 words.

**Book Reviews.** Books for review and book reviews should be sent to John P. Geyman, MD, Editor, the *Journal of the American Board of Family Practice*, Department of Family Medicine, School of Medicine, Box 355304, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195.

The following guidelines are in accordance with the "Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals." The current (fourth) edition was published in the February 7, 1991, issue of the *New England Journal of Medicine*.

**MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION**

Address all submissions to John P. Geyman, MD, Editor, *Journal of the American Board of Family Practice*, Department of Family Medicine, School of Medicine, Box 355304, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195.

Manuscripts containing original material are accepted for consideration with the understanding that neither the article nor any part of its essential substance, tables, or figures has been or will be published or submitted for publication elsewhere before appearing in the *Journal*. This restriction does not apply to abstracts or press reports published in connection with scientific meetings. Copies of any possibly duplicative manuscripts should be submitted to the editor along with the manuscript that is to be considered by the *Journal*. The *Journal* strongly discourages the submission of more than one article dealing with related aspects of the same study. In almost all cases, a single study is best reported in a single paper.

Submit an original and 3 copies of the complete manuscript, including text pages, legends, tables, references, and glossy prints of figures. The manuscript should be on 8 1/2 x 11-inch paper, double-spaced throughout, with 1-inch margins. Include a copy of the manuscript on a computer disk, and indicate which software program is used.

A covering letter should identify the person (with the address and telephone number) responsible for negotiations concerning the manuscript; the letter should make it clear that the final manuscript has been seen and approved by all authors. If authors acknowledge by name persons who provided important technical, advisory, or reviewer contributions, the corresponding author should sign the following statement: "I have obtained written permission from all persons named in the acknowledgment."

The *Journal* expects authors to take public responsibility for their manuscripts, including conception and design of the work, data analysis, writing, and review of the paper. Authors are expected to stand behind the validity of their data and, if asked by the editor, to submit the actual data for editorial review with the manuscript. In most instances authorship should be limited to 8 authors or fewer; large collaborative research projects should be discussed on a case-by-case basis with the editor.

The *Journal* also expects authors to disclose any commercial associations that might pose a conflict of interest in connection with the submitted article. Consultancies, stock ownership or other equity interests, patent-licensing arrangements, and other kinds of associations that might involve conflict of interest should be disclosed to the editor in a covering letter at the time of submission. Such information will be held in confidence while the paper is under review and will not influence the editorial decision. If the manuscript is accepted, the editor will discuss with the authors how best to disclose the relevant information. Questions about this policy should be directed to the editor.
MANUSCRIPTS
Titles and Authors' Names
With the manuscript, provide a page giving the title of the paper; a running foot of fewer than 40 letter spaces; the name(s) of the author(s), including first name(s) and academic degree(s); the name of the department and institution in which the work was done; and the name and address of the author to whom reprint requests should be addressed. All funding sources supporting the work should be routinely acknowledged on the title page, as should all institutional or corporate affiliations of the authors. Two to four keywords should be submitted with the manuscripts to be used for purposes of classification by subject. Use terms from the Medical Subject Headings from Index Medicus when possible.

Abstracts
Use another page to provide an abstract of not more than 200 words. This abstract should be factual, not descriptive, with its content appropriate to the type of paper. For original articles reporting results of studies, a four-paragraph format should be used labeled Background, Methods, Results, and Conclusions. These should briefly describe, respectively, the object of the study, the methods used, the major results, and the author(s) conclusions. Abstracts are not necessary for Brief Reports, World Perspective, or Family Practice and the Health Care System papers.

Abbreviations
Except for units of measurement, abbreviations are discouraged. The first time an abbreviation appears, it should be preceded by the words for which it stands.

Drug Names
Generic names should, in general, be used. If an author so desires, brand names may be inserted in parentheses.

Inclusive Language
Sex bias should be avoided and gender-inclusive language used whenever possible.

References
References must be typed in double spacing and numbered consecutively as they are cited. References first cited in tables or figure legends must be numbered so that they will be in sequence with references cited in the text. The style of references is that of the Index Medicus. List all authors when there are 6 or fewer; when there are 7 or more, list the first 6, then "et al." Sample references are as follows:

Standard Journal Article

Organization as Author

Book

Chapter in Book

Government Agency

Table
Type tables in double spacing on separate sheets, and provide a title for each. For footnotes, use the following symbols, in this sequence: *, †, ‡, §, ¶, ‖, ‡, † †, ‡ ‡, etc. Excessive tabular data are discouraged.

Illustrations
Figures should be professionally designed. Glossy, black-and-white photographs are requested. Symbols, lettering, and numbering should be clear, and these elements should be large enough to remain legible after the figure has been reduced to fit the width of a single column. The back of each figure should include the sequence number, the name of the author, and the proper orientation (eg, "top"). Do not mount the figure on cardboard. Photographs should be cropped to a width of 8 cm; and electron micrographs should have internal scale markers. If photographs of patients are used, either the subjects should not be identifiable or their pictures must be accompanied by written permission to use the figure. Permissions forms are available from the editor.

Copyright Transfer Forms
Transfer of copyright to the Journal is requested upon acceptance of the material for publication. Copyright transfer is required of all materials to be published in the Journal including Letters to the Editor and Book Reviews.

Reprints
Authors will receive reprint information and rates when they are sent their page proofs. Reprints ordered at that time will be shipped about 3 weeks after the publication date.
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1st Recertification Process for the Certificate of Added Qualifications in Geriatric Medicine

For Holders of Certificates Dated 1988–1998

Pre-applications will automatically be sent to you: March 1996

Due date for return to ABFP: April 1, 1996

Examination Date: Wednesday, November 19, 1997

(If you have not received your pre-application by mid-March 1996, please notify our office.)

American Board of Family Practice
Geriatric Medicine
2228 Young Drive
Lexington, KY 40505-4294
(606) 269-5626 ext. 250;
fax (606) 266-4089